Book Reviews
GEORGE M. BAER (editor), The natural history of rabies, 2 vols., New York and
London, Academic Press, 1975, 8vo, vol. 1: pp. xvi, 454, illus., £31.60; vol. 2:
pp. xvi, 387, illus., £27.35.
Rabies has become an increasingly important disease in the last few years, although
it remains quite rare, These volumes, comprising forty-two chapters, deal with all
types and all aspects of the disease. They are, except for the first, concerned with the
biology and pathology of rabies and the animals that carry it, and with its control,
prevention, and treatment. Each is a detailed and authoritative account, often lavishly
illustrated and always fully documented. Together they provide an up-to-date,
definitive work. As is the case with many treatises of multiple authorship, there is a
lack of cohesion and the editor has made no attempt to summarize modern concepts
and principles in either an introduction or an epilogue. Nevertheless, the work will
have wide appeal and will maintain its status as a comprehensive reference work for
some time to come.
Most of the authors give a brief account of the history of their special area of study,
but this is usually quite brief and more a review of the literature than history per se.
This is also true of the first chapter in Volume 1, 'History of rabies'. It seems a pity
that a professional historian with experience of the history of virology was not enlisted
to write this chapter. After all, it seems unlikely that the other contributors to the
book are amateurs, for, as the publishers say, each is"... an authority in the field...."
V. B. WIGGLESWORTH, Insects and the life of man. Collected essays on pure science
and applied biology, London, Chapman & Hall, 1976, 8vo, pp. vi, 217. illus.,
£3.25 (paperback).
Sir Vincent Wigglesworth's distinguished career in insect physiology has spanned
fifty years, and sixteen of his more general papers, essays, addresses, and surveys,
(1935-1971), intended for non-specialist audiences, have now been collected here
together with his brief introduction. Several concern insect pests, agriculture, malaria,
his own work on Rhodnius, the vector of Chagas' disease, and the epidermal cell.
Many contain historical information and others deal with historical topics: Sir John
Lubbock's contribution to insect physiology; fifty years of this discipline; Wordsworth
and science; religion and science.
Together these pieces provide an attractive collection on a variety of subjects by a
leading entomologist. It is a pity, however, that the essays have not been more fully
edited in order to bring them up to date, although a certain amount of updating has
been carried out. This would have increased their value greatly, although as periodpieces a few stand on their own merits.
GEORGE M. KREN and LEON H. RAPPOPORT (editors), The varieties ofpsychohistory, New York, Springer, 1976, 8vo, pp. [xii], 370, $15.95 ($8.50 paperback).
There are seventeen essays in this anthology devoted to the nature of psychohistory, psychobiography, the history of childhood, and to group processes and
historical trends. They characterize the outpourings of a group of articulate psychologists, psycho-analysts, and historians who claim to have produced a new dimension
in history by linking it with psychology. They work in three categories, life, family,
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